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ABSTRACT9

This survey focuses on authentication methods for the Internet of Things (IoT). There are many different
authentication methods that are used in the IT industry but not all of these can be adapted for the IoT.
Lightweight and mutual authentication methods will be covered in this paper, alongside two authentication
methods that are commonly used in other areas of the industry, rather than the IoT area, which are
Kerberos and Group audio-based authentication. The survey will find that Mutual authentication is vital
for the IoT and, due to the constraints that are apparent within the IoT devices; the lightweight option
is very useful when it comes to dealing with areas like low bandwidth. As a result, there will be gaps
that could be further investigated such as the advancement of the IoT technology so that more types
of authentication are feasible. A conclusion to this paper is that, by combining different methods of
encryption and authentication methods, there are always possibilities to make the proposed protocols
more lightweight and secure.
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1 INTRODUCTION21

This survey will discuss the different methods of the authentication within the Internet of Things (IoT)22

and then go into one of these methods in further detail. This is a significant part of the computing industry23

because so many devices in everyday life are affected by IoT, so it is vital that users on this are secure and24

not vulnerable to attacks or illegitimate users [5, 38, 2, 37]. The target audience for this survey is young25

Computer Science or Computing Students/Professionals that are looking to extend their knowledge on26

Authentication, the IoT and more specifically the different authentication methods that are used in IoT.27

Authentication is a term used frequently in the Computing Industry, but what is Authentication?28

Authentication in everyday terms is described as establishing the identity of an entity that has not been29

through the authentication process to prove they are who they say they are [35]. For example, when30

using your passport to travel, the serial number will be checked to see its legitimacy and then a visual31

comparison will be made by the person authenticating it. Furthermore, the Authentication problem can be32

a bit trickier within the Internet, due to networks not always having physical access to entities they are33

granting authentication. There is a huge problem when authentications are granted to malicious users [35],34

malicious entities can try and obtain sensitive information, disrupt service to the network/programs or35

even forge fake data by impersonating valid users of the service.36

Mutual Authentication is when two entities will authenticate one another at the same time. Mutual37

Authentication is included in several different areas of authentication such as SSH. The two types of38

authentication used by mutual authentication will be either certificate based, or username and password39

based. This means that the majority of people are using mutual authentication daily without realizing; it is40

a very fast and efficient way of authentication [23].41

The Internet of Things (IoT) is one of the most predominant topics in the computing industry today,42

however, this is not a new notion [36, 3, 30, 32]. The ground work for the Internet of Things was laid in43

the early 2000’s by a man named Kevin Aston, his “concept was simple If all objects in daily life were44

equipped with identifiers and wireless connectivity, these objects could be communicating with each45

other and be managed by computers [36, 42]”. The article explains that at the time of these ideas, the46
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technology available was in need of substantial improvements. This problem has been minimised today47

as the technology available has vastly improved and continues to do so. The article goes on to explain48

that, with technologies like IPv6 allowing us to have billions assigned with communications addresses49

and the ever-decreasing cost of wireless technologies, it is estimated by Cisco’s Internet of Things Group,50

that by the year 2020 there will be 50 billion devices all communicating with each other in the IoT.51

2 SURVEY BODY52

This section of the paper will analyse two different types of authentication methods that reside in the IOT;53

Lightweight and Mutual Authentication in IoT infrastructure. After the critical analysis of these, further54

research will take place and two papers will be surveyed looking into future methods that may be used.55

2.1 Lightweight authentication56

Lightweight Authentication is a popular authentication method within the Internet of Things with extensive57

research written based on it [39, 31]. The first is [11]. This article was written about the technique of58

Lightweight Authentication for the communication between machines i.e. M2M communication in the59

industrial IoT Environment which is meant to be the next industrial revolution making this task extremely60

important. Another challenge that is faced when dealing with such a task is that, although numerous61

different authentication ideas were proposed to help with the security in the IoT, once the element of62

Industrial IoT were added this wasn’t simple, due to the potential limitations that this area may have which63

include; computing power, Communication bandwidth. The proposed idea was to apply Lightweight64

Authentication mechanism to have M2M communication eliminating the constraints for future production65

systems, the devices that needed to communicate was a Smart sensor which included a Secure Element66

and Router with Trusted Platform Module which is a secure cryptography process that is embedded into67

devices.68

This process can be achieved in several ways. The chosen method to complete this task was getting69

the Industrial devices registered with the chosen authentication service, and then carrying out the au-70

thentication process between the router and sensor. This is achieved by Mutual Authentication which71

will be explained later when discussing Mutual Authentication. It may be unclear why they have used72

Mutual Authentication, when the paper is talking about Lightweight Authentication but what Lightweight73

Authentication actually means is trying to get authentication in the most cost effective/economically/envi-74

ronmentally friendly solution possible.75

In order to complete the registration 3 steps had to be carried out. Firstly, they had to ensure that every76

smart sensor was transmitting unique ID’s to the Authentication Servers (AS) via a secure channel to have77

the lowest possible chance of malicious interception. The next step runs immediately after the first, due to78

the necessity to receive the information in order for the AS to calculate each unique parameter for the79

process. The calculation that is processed is to create relations between the Sensor ID and the AS. Once80

this relation has been established, the AS will send the parameters that have Smart sensor which will store81

it in the SE. This part is vital for the rest of the process of working to having a lightweight authentication82

for Industrial IoT. Each Smart Sensor will now be able to get authentication to the router. Then, the main83

authentication steps were processed after the registration stage. When carrying out these steps, mutual84

authentication was used. Firstly, the smart sensor generates a random number and stores it within its85

Secure Element. Once this is achieved, it will continue to generate Message 1 which consists of hashing86

generated function XOR a random number and also the Alias ID of id is generated via hash function87

encryption. Then, message 2 is generated which contains an encrypted message with all the information88

that has been generated so far. The second step is as simple as getting the message with all the information89

to the router. Upon receiving message 3, the router will decrypt via a pre-shared key. Using a pre-shared90

key is just one of many ways that the creators could have used to supply the decryption key to the router.91

After the decryption, the router will check if the correct information is received i.e. if when message 2 is92

decrypted, does it match the hash functions that are generated? If they do match, then the next step of93

authentication can begin. If they do not match, the request is rejected. Assuming the process moves on,94

the next step will be to send more information back to the sensor where they will generate shared keys.95

The sensor will then send another message including the shared key which, upon the router receiving the96

information; will check if it is the equal to the equation that it has calculated. If everything matches, it97

proves that the sensor has a legitimate key and the authentication process is complete [21].98
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The reason why this is a vital sequence is that this concept is a good base to explain future articles,99

because the authentication methods will be similar but with different devices, this article successfully100

explains the authentication method in a very informative table [11]. It clarifies the different notations of101

the equation so that a vast knowledge of how authentication works is not needed [26].102

Linking to the previous article, the next paper also relates to lightweight authentication but has a differ-103

ent problem. This survey determines how much of the work crosses over when dealing with lightweight104

authentication for the IoT. The title for this paper is Lightweight, Anonymous and Mutual Authentication105

in IoT Infrastructure [33]. This article’s main goal was to create a lightweight authentication method that106

connects to sensors in a stationary mode and a mobile mode to each other. The article begins like most107

other articles covering this topic; explaining what the IoT actually is and what it consists of. Related work108

has included all the essential pieces that were required to create this method for explain they have wrote109

about not using RSA encryption and instead using Elliptic Curve Cryptography. As explained earlier110

there are many different encryption methods that can be used to encrypt the messages that are being sent111

from sensor to sensor [20].112

The full proposed scheme was as follows; firstly, the assumed Architecture that the IoT would be113

using, was a Authentication Cloud Sever (ACS) and a home IoT Server (HIoTS) also edge devices like114

sensor nodes (SNs).115

Similarly, to the previous paper, there are two main steps to gaining secure authentication the116

Registration Phase and the Authentication Phase. This trend will be discussed throughout this survey117

as the similarities between each method will more often than not only have minor differences, where it118

makes it more secure or changes the method to suit the constraints.119

The Registration Phase involves the sensor node sending the HIoTS its identity through a secure120

channel. Many similarities are already becoming apparent between the two articles at this early stage. This121

phase leaves the HIoTS to generate a Random number. Once it has done this, it will also generate a track122

sequence number that is also generated randomly. After this, it will send the track sequence number to the123

sensor node via the secure channel again, but also keeping a copy for itself. This is similar to the previous124

registration steps but the it’s a track sequence number and not a shared key that will identify a legitimate125

entity. Following these steps, the process will then move onto the main authentication mechanisms.126

They explained that this isn’t the simple authentication method covered in the first survey, where the127

sensor gets authentication with the router. This method gets two sensors authenticating each other via128

sensor to sensor communication. The first step to gaining authentication at this stage is for sensor 1 to129

generate a onetime alias, then sends it as message 1 which includes the secure tracking sequence number130

that has been determined. Upon receiving this, sensor 2 will do the same process as before and send it131

to sensor 1 but it will be called message 2. The chosen ACS will send message 2 to the current HIoTS132

where the HIoTS will check both identities of the sensors. If they are equal to each other, it will then133

compare both their tracking sequence numbers. After this, it will verify the alias IDs. The HIoTS will134

then compute some more algorithms and after they have been computed it will send a message 3 to sensor135

2, the message that has been generated will contains session keys the Tracking sequence numbers and136

other vital information to continue the authentication process. Sensor 2 now confirms this information137

by decrypting and comparing to its information that is already gathered, it then sends a new message to138

sensor 1 where sensor 1 will do the same decryption and comparing. Once all this has been complete139

authentication has been granted.140

The reason for this being classed as Anonymous, which is not discussed until the security analysis141

is the use of one time alias due to the real identity always being hidden. This is very similar to the first142

surveyed paper because, in that process, the real identity was always hidden. Furthermore, there are trends143

that have begun to emerge after just two papers and will continue to become clearer through this survey.144

The desired result of this paper was to create a lightweight, anonymous and mutual authentication145

method which has been achieved to a certain extent. The only part that this paper has not provided,146

was the part where the authentication method that was provided was classed as lightweight as they have147

provided evidence of previous work that shows the product that has been produced isn’t as lightweight as148

previous work this can be seen in the table 3 in their paper [33]. Although they did not achieve their end149

goal perfectly, the end goal was still a success due to mutual authentication being granted in a similar150

way that we have previously discussed. Overall, this paper has been useful to show how common trends151

are becoming apparent within these authentication methods. The next paper that will be surveyed will152

be solely on Mutual Authentication to see if the trends continue when the focus isn’t on making the153
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authentication lightweight.154

2.2 Mutual Authentication155

The following paper has a great fundamental explanation of the methodology of Mutual Authentication [4].156

The aim of this paper was to create an authentication protocol for the IoT service that is secure. The157

extra constraints demonstrated in this paper, making it interesting, they are that it will have to provide158

protecting from physical attacks and cloning attacks. This has not been a factor in any of the other papers159

that have been surveyed. Each authentication problem has its own constraints that make it individually160

challenging and its essential they are overcome for the future of IoT.161

Similarly to the previous papers, the introduction explains what the IoT consists of. However, it also162

discusses how Physical Unclonable Functions (PUFs), are protocols that provide security to physically163

unsecure devices. Using PUFs it reduces the risk of authenticated physical devices being cloned [18].164

This paper contributes lots of in-depth knowledge that helps the reader fully understand their task165

and the devices they used. For example, one sub-heading, ‘Preliminary Background’, explained exactly166

what a PUF is. Its properties are as follows; ”Output depends on a physical system, Easy to evaluate and167

construct, Output is unpredictable and looks like a random function, Virtually impossible to duplicate or168

clone a PUF [4].” After this was established, they explained the different assumptions that they would be169

making with regards to the system and the potential risks of attacks that may occur for this paper. It is170

vital to note that instead of saying that the attacks will definitely take place, they are making the reader171

aware of the possibilities of such attacks, such as packet inject.172

The next paper is significant when it discusses their proposed Mutual Authentication protocols. These173

protocols tend to all follow a similar pattern, but with changes within the algorithms of the protocols.174

Within this method; they explained that there would be two different types scenarios where mutual175

authentication would be used. The first being between the IoT device and a server. The second being176

with two IoT devices. These areas have already been covered in this survey, showing another trend of the177

devices that are being authenticated. Mutual authentication between device and server was achieved like178

the other papers by forming an identity along with a random number generated and sending it as message179

one. Once received, the server will search to find if the ID is in the authentication requests. If the ID180

isn’t there or an incorrect ID it will reject the authentication. The remainder of this step is identical to181

the first survey. Once both the device and server have their own ID’s, the IoT device will adapt the new182

feature that makes this paper unique, PUF, which generates a response to continue. The remainder of183

the steps follow the same pattern of paper 1. After this protocol was achieved, they also gained mutual184

authentication between two devices that was safe and worked within the constraints that had been laid out.185

Unlike the previous papers, this paper did not have a notation table which made the algorithms quite186

difficult to understand. Therefore, a recommendation for any paper with algorithms would be to explain187

the notations so that someone with relative but not a deep understanding of authentication could learn188

from the papers.189

Overall, this paper was the most in-depth of the three papers that have been surveyed. With the190

challenge of malicious users having physical access to the devices they proved that they can still make it191

safe from malicious activity. In the future, they could advance this project by adding a constraint, such as192

making it a lightweight authentication. This paper made the case for not storing secret keys and added a193

new dynamic that other papers could implement in the future. Paper 1 and 2 could look into this in the194

future to try and make their methodologies more lightweight [15].195

Although we have mainly surveyed mutual authentication so far, it is necessary to make sure that196

lightweight and non-lightweight mutual authentication do not have any major differences, except for197

being lightweight. Because of this, the fourth paper that will be surveyed is ”Mutual Authentication for198

IoT Smart Environment Using Certificate-less Public Key Cryptography” [7]. The aim for this paper was199

to create a mutual authentication between sensor nodes inside a smart environment and a remote end-user200

which adds a channelling task for IoT authentication. The proposed proctor was to eliminate the use of201

certificate management by using certificate-less public key cryptography. This added a new challenge to a202

very similar problem to paper 1 but with the constraint of taking away the certificate [27].203

Cryptography is a vital part of every authentication method and without it, messages between devices204

and servers or device to device communication would be very vulnerable to attacks, compromising the205

integrity of the devices and servers. It is interesting how we have seen three different types of cryptography206

within these papers. This shows that there are numerous ways that this can be achieved. In future papers,207
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there will be further methods of cryptography that may be used. Cryptography is always being updated208

and making it more difficult for malicious activity to be carried out.209

The final proposed protocol was as follows; Firstly, they had to understand the network architecture.210

This had five main entities; they included the key generation centre, End-user, Senor Node, Workstation211

and the Gateway. Without these five main aspects, the authentication and communication wouldn’t have212

been possible to create. To generate the authentication method, they explained that there were three main213

modules. These were the network initialization module, the node registration module and the session key214

establishment module. These are very similar methods to the methods in previous surveys but are worded215

differently. For example, by first establishing the network, communication lines and by registering nodes216

via session keys that are generated from the Key Generation Centre, to prove their legitimacy. If the keys217

and messages match authentication will be granted.218

This paper successfully produced a certificate-less public key cryptography within a mutual authen-219

tication method. Although in a novel aspect the certificate-less public key cryptography is consider a220

lightweight cryptography. They could try make the full authentication method lightweight when it came to221

actual creation. This question should be presented to the authors. Adding an automatic update feature to222

not just this authentication method, but all the methods that have been discussed thus far, could have been223

discussed. Why? Because as authentication and cryptography are safe and always improving, there are224

malicious activities that go with this. If one authentication process gets attacked it would be beneficial if225

once the problem is dealt with an automatic patch could be rolled out for all future/current authentication226

methods.227

One of the main constraints we have seen so far is limited bandwidth for wireless devices. This is228

currently a massive issue but with technology advancing, this constraint will potentially become obsolete.229

However, the drawbacks with having wireless communication are discussed below. The next paper that230

will be discussed is “Secure Authentication and Access Mechanism for IoT Wireless Sensors [6]”. Their231

challenge was to create an integrated approach to solving the authentication and access control between232

wireless sensors. Which used mutual message authentication code, another type of mutual authentication233

that can be used.234

The paper provides a good background on possible threats and therefore reasons for security measures235

to make the IoT as safe as possible. For example, they describe how integrated mechanics can be236

vulnerable to both remote and physical attacks, such as side channel attacks and eavesdropping. Without237

studies like the papers that have been surveyed, these attacks would remain undefended against, leaving238

the IoT vulnerable. Although these attacks are noted at the moment, there are several strains of each of239

these attacks and no system should be regarded as completely secure. It is vital to keep on top of new240

strains that may bypass the security measures put in place. A lot of the papers that have been studied241

never refer to this as being a problem. The study looked into these problems in more detail which was242

useful to the reader. It was very similar to previous papers for reasons such as low bandwidth and how243

using IPv6 provides unique IP addresses for IoT. In contrast to other papers, the background of this paper244

provided a very clear and concise overview of what the rest of the paper would consist of and provided245

the information that would make the understanding of their proposed methodology easier to comprehend.246

Based on the security problems that may occur, this process of authentication and access control was247

produced. They explained how if an illegitimate entity got access, they could DDoS the sensors by never248

letting them go to sleep. This is a very concerning scenario as DDoS is one of the most accessible/common249

attacks in the hacking community and even someone with very little knowledge of hacks could proceed250

to orchestrate this attack. This is something that should have been highlighted more in the other papers251

because a lot of IoT systems using sensors to communicate and they can be attacked easily without252

authentication. Their solution to this problem was to add a wake-up radio, which is very simple to253

implement. Other projects in the future would be advised to use something similar in case a malicious254

entity gained access. Gaining their proposed method of authentication has three main aspects, consisting255

of Token Establishment, where they established tokens for sensors and hash them. Secondly, they added256

the wake-up radio technique. In the second stage, which doesn’t only protect against DDoS it also is257

used to communicate. also in the second stage, the Session Key Agreement which is fundamentally the258

same as we have seen in numerous mutual authentication method, which is when they create a session259

key that is used to validate if the entity is legitimate by checking the session key throughout the steps of260

authentication This is a very common method used throughout multiple authentication methods. Finally,261

the Data Transmission step used session keys but the function comes as a hash function that is irrevocable.262
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The only way for sender and receiver to verify the legitimacy of the session key is to create the hash263

function to see if it is a match.264

This paper could be classed as being lightweight due to how energy efficient it is, as it uses very low265

powered equipment algorithms such as the wake-up radio etc. This paper was successful in creating a266

secure authentication method for IoT wireless sensors, by using mutual message authentication. This267

paper was very similar in the approach it took to complete the authentication method, however, the reasons268

it was in this paper is due to the theoretical approach that it took to explaining the exact areas that could be269

under threat and how they may be. One aspect they could have added to the paper was a table of notations270

to make the algorithms clearer [6]. Creating both access control and authentication in the same process is271

a good example of how to create methods that can serve multiple purposes for future work [19].272

As this survey leads on to another section of authentication methods, there is something that cannot273

be overlooked. Mutual authentication is the most important and most used type of authentication method274

within the IoT. It would be nice to see if there were other options but not in the circumstance that would275

make mutual authentication obsolete, because that is very unlikely. To make other options more accessible276

for projects to experiment with different authentication methods to see if they can find another method277

that produces the same/equal/better results similar to mutual authentication. As there has been previous278

methods that have failed it would be interesting as a reader to see someone succeed in this challenge.279

The next survey is something a bit different but also similar to previous papers. It is on lightweight280

mutual authentication again but within constrained application protocol based [34]. The paper planned to281

use constrained application protocol in exchange of HTTP by utilising DTLS. In the introduction of the282

following paper, they explain that the method of encryption they planned to use was Diffie Hellman for283

key exchange and RSA for signature. These are two very useful techniques when it comes to cryptography284

and the strongest cryptography is the cryptographies that use many different techniques together. A prime285

example has been displayed in this project [16].286

Their proposed protocol had two phases. The first was to grant mutual authentication and session key287

establishment. Phase Two will be to continue the communication via security association which is gained288

in Phase One. Their key agreement was similar to one of the previous papers as they used certificate-less289

key agreement.290

This report carried out extensive testing on their proposed protocol. Firstly, they determined if it was291

fully secure against man in the middle attacks. They determined this by determining that due to their292

authentication method using IP addresses to generate the messages that are sent, if there is a malicious293

parameter in the message it won’t match the IP address and the malicious entity will never be authenticated,294

eliminating the risk of the man-in-the-middle attack. Not only does their proposed authentication method295

defend against this attack, it also defends against Replay Attack. The way that this project and many other296

projects negate this attack is by using the nonce feature, which means that each number is only used once297

so the replay attack isn’t viable. These two attacks are the main attacks that the majority of protocols try298

and negate along with DDoS. As attacks become more sophisticated alongside technology, the malicious299

user’s ability to bypass older security is increased. It is because of this that all security measures need to300

be up-to-date with the latest attacks.301

In conclusion for this paper, they succeeded by using Elliptic Curve Cryptography instead of RSA.302

The reason they chose this instead of RSA is because it produces the same security whilst reducing the key303

size, having a knock-on effect on one of the constraints, which kept the authentication process lightweight.304

Area of improvement for this paper, although they spoke about the key size making it lightweight they305

didn’t explain that certificate-less key agreement also adds great lightweight elements and how they306

benefit the protocol.307

For the final part of this paper, we will discuss two papers that have different constraints and authenti-308

cation methods. They have been included to ensure that the reader understands it doesn’t have to always309

be similar authentication methods and adding different papers will produce that.310

2.3 Different Authentication Methods311

When looking for papers on authentication in the IoT, I noticed that a very common method, Kerberos,312

wasn’t in any of the main searches and it only appeared when it was searched for specifically. Kerberos313

was designed by MIT and is a very intelligent authentication method. It can use mutual authentication314

but can be also used in a number of different ways. It is widely used in the security industry so it is315

only reasonable that it is included in this article. When thinking about Kerberos, you must remember316
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a few vital points in order to understand its authentication; Kerberos is a protocol for authentication, it317

uses tickets to authenticate the entities, it uses a 3rd-party that is trusted and is built on a symmetric-key318

cryptography.319

The paper that has been chosen for the purpose of surveying Kerberos in IoT is “3-Level Secure320

Kerberos Authentication for Smart Home Systems Using IoT.” The main objective of this paper was to321

make smart home System that has implemented the IoT, secured by using 3-leve Kerberos authentication.322

This was achieved eco-friendly and low cost [12].323

A smart home involves appliances such as heating, lights and electrical devices that are all attached to324

a remote device, which is able to control settings and turn the devices off and on. This is another area325

of the computing industry that is very interesting and would be worth further study on. If you would326

like to read more into how the smart home was laid out, read [12] as the main focus of this article is the327

authentication method.328

Their proposed authentication protocol had three layers for the authentication process, as stated in329

the title of the article. The first layer was used to initiate the authentication method by asking the user to330

logon into their smart home services with a username and password. Then, the information would be sent331

to the key distribution centre for authentication, all the information that gets to the key distribution centre332

would be encrypted with a hash function - the two that may have been used are Secure Hash Algorithm 1333

(SHA-1) and MD5. These two hash functions are used widely in the computer forensic industry and can334

determine the legitimacy and a lot of other information, but in this instance they were for encrypting the335

information sent to make it secure.336

Level Two is where the main part of Kerberos authentication takes place. After receiving all the infor-337

mation from Level One, the username and password are decrypted and checked against the authentication338

database. If the credentials are wrong, the system would assume it was an illegitimate user and would339

terminate the request. This is similar to most authentication methods that have been discussed. On the340

other hand, if the credentials matched, the authentication server would reply with a key that has been341

generated and a ticket. This is part of the Kerberos method if this ticket is not obtained the user wouldn’t342

get access to their systems. Level Two also has another method that checks the timestamp with the request.343

If the time is longer than allowed, then the user wouldn’t gain access. This service is used to negate344

replay attacks. This is different to other methods because it has the timestamp mechanism; however,345

this is common practice in a lot of different authentication methods, such as services at universities and346

different establishments that requires you to log onto their networks. Kerberos is widely used for areas347

within Windows, Linux and Apple Mac. Once all of these steps have been completed, the authentication348

process moves on to Level Three. where they have collected all the users profile in the authentication349

server, upon receiving they would hash the information using SHA1. The shared secret key would then350

get shared with the Authentication Server by using Advanced Encryption Standard. After all encryption351

and checks have been completed, the final Kerberos step would generate a ticket for the session which352

includes credentials such as a current time Server IP address. There is a very good safety feature that the353

ticket aspect of Kerberos adds to this system; if the IP address is changed at any stage throughout the354

authentication stage, the system would automatically log the user out.355

As a service, Kerberos is a very useful authentication method, especially in the aspect of smart homes356

which is an up and coming area of IoT. This authentication method has many great features. Some of357

its drawbacks are that passwords from a human aspect can never be fully secure, and this authentication358

method could be problematic due to its reliance on user interaction where human error could be a factor.359

If a higher budget was available, some technologies that could be used to reduce this are retinal scanners360

or other biometric passwords. These are very accessible as smart homes can rely on smart phones or361

computers. Smart phones, for example the new iPhones, have this technology already built in so could be362

utilised.363

This paper was successful for the small smart home equipment that was used it. In the future, they364

could try this with a fully built in smart home that is using IoT technology. It makes the users more secure365

when connecting to their devices and removes the threat of unauthorised users taking control, or using the366

smart home devices maliciously. Kerberos is one technique that could be used more in the IoT. If utilised367

properly, it is very secure and widely used in other areas of authentication for other technology [17].368

The final paper that will be surveyed focuses on audio-based authentication. This is an area of369

authentication that also needs user input, similar to the previous paper. The title of this paper is “Scalable370

Group Audio-Based Authentication Scheme for IoT Devices” [28]. The main goal for this paper was371
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to make the authentication method both scalable and group-based, something that will be vital for the372

increasing number of IoT devices that are in today’s industry.373

This paper explains that it reduces the amount of shared information that Mutual Authentication relies374

on. Their idea was to use senses signals or radio frequency signals for the devices to extract information to375

generate authentication keys. They explained that they were adding their own contribution to the related376

work that had already produced, so firstly they added a key authentication scheme by using their protocol,377

which included audio sensing and affordable user interaction.378

The authentication process used three main aspects, similar to many authentication processes. The379

user, a smartphone and IoT devices. Majority of Authentication methods that require user input will380

usually require a smart device. All of the devices that are being authenticated have to be in a range where381

they can receive the audio signals, meaning that all of the audio authentication will be the same. This382

concept is intelligent because it reduces the amount of user input. However, the drawbacks are that if the383

IoT devices aren’t in range to receive this audio signal, then they will never be authenticated [22].384

Like the Kerberos method, the user will have to enter a username and password on their smart device.385

Once this has been achieved, they would send a signal that would request the protocol to start - this will386

only commence if the device is within the appropriate distance to commence the authentication. Similarly387

to the other authentication methods, once the request has been sent and received the IoT device will then388

determine if it is ready for the authentication process to commence. The user’s job was to send a piece of389

audio out, to which when the IoT device receives this it will use error correction to make sure the audio is390

highly similar to previous audio that has been sent. Error correction is a very useful tool when it comes to391

authentication and more authentication methods could use it when user input is necessary. This aspect of392

the term group audio-based authentication is derived from the concept that all authentication methods can393

be done in a group format is very useful for future professionals to work with [40].394

To generate the key, all of the previous steps need to be achieved. The vital process is that the error395

correction has produced a similar audio bit, from this audio bit the key would be generated, this key sets396

up a session key which is produced using similar methods as Kerberos, in that they use authentication397

key exchange and that it is based on a symmetric key solution, which is what Kerberos uses for their key398

generation. They added a very secure aspect, in which all of the devices that are being authenticated will399

be sent to the user’s smart device and if the user notices a malicious IoT device i.e. one that shouldn’t400

have been involved in the group authentication process, they could terminate the authentication process401

for that device [14].402

One main advantage of this authentication method, that has been made apparent over many surveys, is403

the aspect of group authentication. This is beneficial because all devices can be authenticated at once,404

reducing time and energy consumption, making this quite a lightweight aspect. In conclusion, this has405

been a hugely successful paper and a lot of aspects could be adapted especially for areas like smart house406

IoT authentication. This could be a very useful protocol of authentication, although, if this was a solution407

proposed for a long range in a wide variety of areas, this wouldn’t be the best solution that could be408

proposed [24].409

3 GAPS AND OPPORTUNITIES410

After reading and surveying all of the papers in this article, there are some gaps and opportunities that411

I have noticed and think could be used to create and produce an overall benefit to the industry. Firstly,412

researchers that are trying to make their papers more accessible could add a notation table for their413

algorithms to make their paper more accessible for those with less prior knowledge. I noticed this when I414

was getting the basis of how their authentication algorithm worked and the different concepts they used in415

it. The first paper that was surveyed had an effective notations table and this was one of the reasons I416

chose to begin with this survey, as it was easy to understand.417

Secondly, assuming that a lot of the authentication that is being completed is wireless, more studies418

should be focused on whether wireless communications in restricted areas, i.e., areas that have no cellular419

signal or any form of wireless communication whether authentication protocols could be in place for420

people like mountain rescue and other areas that work in restricted areas [41, 10, 8, 9, Ghafir et al.].421

Also, one constraint and gap in the market is that touch/voice or different forms of authentication of422

IoT devices aren’t being utilised. As IoT devices became more sophisticated these types of authentication423

are very feasible with devices like smart phones having the technology already embedded this leaves a lot424

of thought for the future of IoT authentication, this would take a lot of money for extensive testing but425
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with how fast technology is moving in this era it would be a great way to move authentication within IoT426

forward [13].427

4 CONCLUSION428

To conclude, this survey has covered a wide variety of areas in which IoT can be used and a wide variety429

of constraints that authentication processes can come under; whether it is low-bandwidth, communication430

problems or that the technology is not as advanced as it needs to be. Lightweight authentication is a431

great choice when it comes to authentication within IoT, due to the constraints that have been mentioned432

and by having a lightweight authentication method [29, 1]. This satisfies all of these constraints and is433

good for the future of the industry when you use lightweight solutions. Mutual authentication was the434

main focus of this survey with almost every paper that was surveyed using Mutual authentication due435

to its concurrent authentication protocol being very useful within the Internet of Things. The survey436

paper also went into other authentication methods due to the necessity to provide a full view of different437

types of authentication and not just stay one dimensional. The two that were surveyed are vital for the438

future of authentication in IoT as they both add aspects that can change the future and benefit the industry.439

Authentication is ever changing, as is the IoT, and with this there is also a wide variety of areas that440

can be exploited. Authentication always needs to be a step ahead and with the aspects that have been441

already discovered there are numerous opportunities to improve these, by make them more lightweight or442

combining a protocols and encryption methods together to make the authentication protocols even more443

secure, such as using the likes of RSA and Diffie Hellman along with Elliptic Curve Cryptography to444

make everything even more secure.445
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